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LOGOMAGHY
 
This column is devoted to various word games in which readers 
can match their wits against each other. Rule s of play, if not given 
below, can be found in earlier Logomachy columns. 
CAN YOU SCRABBLE? (Darryl H. Francis) 
In the May 1972 issue, we presented readers with a partially­
completed game of Scrabble and the set of tiles A, E, N, R, S, Z 
and a blank, and asked them to find as high-scoring a move as pos­
sible. Two readers -- Mary Youngquist and Murray Pearce -- dis­
covered that the word ZANDERS hooked onto GRAVE to form GRA­
VEN scored a total of 97 points. 
In a game of Scrabble t you are confronted with the board posi­
tion depieted below (the I in EMIT is on the center square). You 
have the tiles E, I, N, Nt T, Z and a blank. What is the highest 
score achievable in accordance with the normal rules of Scrabble? 
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CORRESPONDENCE CRASH (Mary Youngquist, Dave Silverman) 
We have seven Crash games to report this time: one between 
Ros s Eckler and Murray Pearce, two (both based on Webster t s Sec­
ond Edition) between Philip Cohen and Darryl Francis t and four be­
tween Murray Pearce and Mary Youngquist. Ross beat Murray by 
guessing FICHU at word #11; SNUFF was the target for Murray. 
(SNUFF caused extreme frustration in a previous Eckler game -- see 
the May issue.) Darryl won both games from Phil by guessing 
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COWER (#12) and NIXIE (#11). The opposing word in the COWER 
game was not divulged to Crash Central; NIXIE I s counter-word 
was FAHAM. 
The most persistent Crasher s in the Crash Crew, Murray and 
Mary, made Crashistory by reaching word #14 before game 23 be­
tween them ended in a tie. The words were STING and MOSEY. 
The longest games on record before this ended at word #13. In the 
other Pearce- Youngquist games, Mary won two games with JALAP 
and CROWN (against DADDY and INPUT), both at word #10, and 
Murray beat Mary by guessing MUMMY at word #12 (STREW was 
the 10 sing word) • 
The MUMMY-STREW game had an interesting touch. On shot 
#12, Mary got four crashes by guessing SHREW. However, even 
after 12 shots, there were still three possible words that had four 
crashe s with SHREW, and each of the three had a different combina­
tion of crashing letters (SHRED, STREW and THREW) • 
The revised Crash Ladder follows. See previous is sue s for rule s 
and explanation of numbers. Newcomers may get a copy of game 
rules by writing to Crash Central: Mary J. Youngquist, 299 McCall 
Road, Rochester, N. Y. 14616 . 
R.Eckler( 6) 
.773 
D. Franci s ( 3) 
.588 
M.Pearce( 2) 
.526 
J. Byrne, P. Cohen, C. Petroski, B. Rawlings t Do Silverman, M. Youngquist 
.000 .300 .500 .375 .400 .456 
CORRESPONDENCE SINKO (Mary Youngquist, Dave Silverman) 
Fourteen Sinko game s have been reported since last time. The 
table below include s all game s to date. 
Player	 Wins Losses Surplus Bat Avg 
M. Pearce 22 10 12 .688 
G. Crum	 3 1 2 .750 
M. Youngquist 14 14 0 .500 
D. Silverman 2 4 
-2 .333 
B. Rawlings 2 6 
-4 .250 
D. Francis 5 13 
-8 .278 
In the 14 most recent games, the second player has won 12 times 
and the first player only twice. The second player definitely seems to 
have the advantage, particularly as players gain experience and make 
fewer goofs in choo sing words. 
